13) brief interruption (f. kaboose)
Verse 1
now i don’t mean to interrupt whatever you’re doing,
but i just need to speak my piece a second so tune in,
step through with kaboose who left the set ruined.
prepped to let loose and rep fresh for the movement.
quick to dispatch the useless chit chat.
i’ll boom the bip bap, drop grooves to twist caps.
equipped to spit raps on tracks that hit back,
smashing in the kid’s dash like your whip just crashed.
heavyweight crates, digging through thick wax,
finding minutes of vintage then spin ‘em on slip mats.
cats get their wrist slapped, reaching for mics.
i’m a beacon of light who stays deep with insight.
if you’re seeking the type who truly means what he writes,
then, hey, thankfully you’re in the place to be for the night.
and i get love the way my people keeping it live,
it’s a stick-up, so let me see you reach for the skies.
HOOK
yo, hello, how are you, thanks for checking the show,
we appreciate it greatly, so we letting you know.
big daddy kab hit the lab to catch wreck with a flow,
got spirit and soul, plus nuff lyrics to go.
yo, hello, good to see you, thanks for coming out,
we got elliot on beats and me running my mouth.
paradeezy, the breeziest tongue in the south,
you came with questions, but left with none of your doubts.
Verse 2 (kaboose)
HOOK
yo, hello, good to see you, thanks for coming out,
we got elliot on beats and me running my mouth.
paradeezy, the breeziest tongue in the south,
you came with questions, but left with none of your doubts.
yo, hello, how are you, thanks for checking the show,
we appreciate it greatly, so we letting you know.
big daddy kab hit the lab to catch wreck with a flow,
got spirit and soul, plus nuff lyrics to go.
Verse 3
when dox rocks a spot there’s several lessons i hold true,
just out of respect for the mess of heads that’ll roll through.
won’t do gimmicky stunts, because i’m supposed to,
or hit the blunt for skinny little punks with a gold tooth.
won’t parade on stage in front of my whole crew,
or say in eighty ways the same thing i done told you.
won’t stay late to get faded on cold brews,
but will bring it correct instead of the old news.
(kaboose, 8 bars)

